
CIN211 Lighting Equipment Available at Media Lab 

Lighting equipment, description and uses: 
 
Arri 150 kit 
Lights are Fresnel (pronounced “fre-nel”) lights, meaning the light can be focused using a 
knob at the back of the light, to create either a spot light for a narrower beam, or a flood 
light for a wider beam. 
Color temp. 3200k Tungsten 
 
Tota lights 
500watt quartz lights. Most people use Totas with umbrellas for a broader lighting 
spread/throw. On their own they're good for even back wall lighting, as in chroma key, or 
for sticking in a corner to bring the overall brightness level up in a large space. 
Color temp. 3000k Tungsten 
 
Rifa lights 
Quick setup and light weight make Rifa lights a useful option for softbox lighting. Canot 
be focused. The softbox creates a particular style of lighting, one that is favored by many 
commercial studios. It is the type of light you would find on an overcast day. Overcast 
light creates its own fill that is particularly pleasing for lighting people. If a more 
dramatic light is desired, then the softbox would not be the best choice as it cannot be 
focused to create sharp relief or heavy shadows. 
 
To use a softbox effectively it should be placed relatively close to the subject, usually 
within 3-6 ft, depending on the size. Ideally the softbox used for the key light should be 
larger than the subject. Large softboxes are ggood for evenly illuminating the subject 
without requiring a fill light. Small softboxes make very effective hair and accent lights, 
and can be used as a fill light when needed. 
 
Lowell DP  
The DP is a focusable light that can be used as a powerful key light, a backlight, or to 
light a background. Use an umbrella or other diffusion to create a soft key or fill light. 
Color temp 3000 – 3200k Tungsten halogen. 
 
The DP & T (tota light) kits combine the focusing ability with the wide angle throw of 
Tota-lights.  


